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Abstract. The status of constructions of the type non-prefixed verb + adverb with 
regard to expressing aspectuality (iet iekšā ‘to go in’, vērt vaļā ‘to open up’ etc.) is one 
of the most interesting problems in Latvian aspectology. However, too little attention 
has been paid in Latvian linguistics to the use of such constructions in sentences, as well 
as to the lexical (spatial) meanings of adverbs and their syntactic functions. This study 
aims to fill that gap, taking a closer look at the ways in which constructions of the type 
non-prefixed verb + adverb are used in sentences, as well as at the semantics of adverbs 
and their role in expressing verbal aspect.
Whether a verb tends to bind with an adverbial modifier of place (a spatial adverb) 
when used in actual sentences is determined by verb semantics, resp. telicity, and does 
not have any direct bearing on the imperfective vs. perfective aspect of the verb or vice 
versa. Besides, adverbs are non-obligatory. The main conclusion of this study then is 
that the concept ‘construction of the type non-prefixed verb + adverb’ should be used 
with extreme caution with regard to verb–adverb bindings in sentences. It can, perhaps, 
be applied, in a very broad sense, to verbs of motion (and other telic verbs), but not to 
the use of all Latvian verbs in general. 
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1.  Introduction
Before focusing on the actual subject of the study a few prelimi-
nary remarks must be made about Latvian verbal aspect. The contrast 
between imperfective and perfective action in Latvian is expressed by 
means of verbal prefixes: if a verb has no prefix it expresses imperfec-
tive action and, conversely, prefixed verbs are usually perfective (in 
detail see, for example, Kalnača 2013 and 2014):
(1) a. kāpt ‘to go up, to climb’– uz-kāpt ‘to go up, to climb’
 b. lasīt ‘to read’– iz-lasīt ‘to read through’
 c. dziedāt ‘to sing’ – no-dziedāt ‘to sing through’
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The perfective / imperfective opposition applies to the vast majority 
of Latvian verbs. Furthermore, in contrast to verbal inflectional 
morphology verbal prefixes and suffixes are present in the infini-
tive and consistently preserved in all grammatical forms. Apart from 
expressing perfectivity prefixes also carry spatial, temporal, quantita-
tive etc. meanings, which can modify the lexical meaning of the verb 
they attach to in different ways (see section 3 for more details). All this 
indicates that aspectual meanings do not show full grammatical abstrac-
tion in Latvian and are rather related to the formation and functioning of 
verbs as lexical units (among others, Soida 2009: 227).
Imperfective aspect, the unmarked member of the aspectual oppo-
sition, is used to refer to actions as processes, while perfective aspect 
looks at actions as complete events or finalised processes (Matthews 
1997: 171, 271, Kalnača 2013). Processual actions are not homoge-
neous: they may, for example, convey duration, generalisation, repeated 
action, etc., thus, imperfective aspect arguably has much broader and 
much more diverse application in language. Perfective aspect, on the 
other hand, helps to represent the division of real-world processes 
into discrete events, accentuating, as the case may be, their onsets or 
sequences.
In addition, Latvian permits constructions consisting of an imper-
fective non-prefixed verb and a spatial adverb. These constructions are 
mainly imperfective and have the meaning of a specific action directed 
at a known spatial target (Staltmane 1958: 17–21, Ahero et al. 1959: 
571, Endzelīns 1971: 624, Kalnača 2003, 2013, 2014, 2015):
(2) a. iet iekšā ‘to go in’
 b. nākt šurp ‘to come here’
 c. kāpt pāri ‘to step over’
 d. skriet prom ‘to run away’
The status of constructions of the type non-prefixed verb + adverb 
with regard to expressing aspectuality (see examples (2)) is one of 
the most interesting problems in Latvian aspectology. Although these 
constructions had been discussed by the author on several occasions 
in the past (Kalnača 2004, 2005, 2013, 2014, 2015), the necessity to 
reconsider their role in expressing aspectual meanings became evident 
when working on the description of verbal aspect for the “Grammar of 
the Latvian Language” (Latviešu valodas gramatika 2013: 535–537), 
which involved reassessing the existing descriptive tradition with regard 
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to verbal aspect. As a result, the aforementioned grammar adheres to the 
description traditional for Latvian linguistics (for example, Endzelīns 
1951, Ahero et al. 1959, Paegle 2003) in that it views the constructions 
in question as peripheral syntactic means of expressing imperfective 
aspect, mostly applicable to a semantically limited set of words – verbs 
of motion and spatial adverbs. At the same time, it also briefly mentions 
aspectual relations between such word combinations as iet iekšā – ieiet 
iekšā ‘to go in’ and colloquial expressions of the type non-prefixed verb 
+ adverb (vākties kopā ‘to gather [no object]’, rakstīties iekšā ‘to sign 
in’, iet cauri ‘to go through’, gulēt nost ‘to fall asleep’, taisīt augšā ‘to 
make’, etc.), which are idiomatic in nature (Kalnača 2013: 537), for 
example:
(3) dzīvot nost ‘to live very well’
[viņi ]Saņem savu vai bērnu 
[they] get.PRS.3 their.ACC.M or child.GEN.PL.M
pabalstu un dzīvo nost.
benefi t.ACC.M and just live.PRS.3 away
Parazitē uz bērnu rēķina. 
‘[They] get their welfare benefi ts or child care allowance and just live it 
up. Leeching off children.’ (Kas Jauns) 
It seems, however, that the exact nature of these constructions still 
requires further discussion, with a focus on their use in sentences, which 
is also what Hauzenberga-Šturma (1979), who devotes considerable 
space to the analysis of word combinations consisting of non-prefixed 
verbs and adverbs in her work, suggests, emphasising that too little 
attention has been paid in Latvian linguistics to their use in sentences, 
as well as to the lexical, resp. spatial meanings of adverbs and their 
syntactic functions. Addressing these points, therefore, will be the main 
purpose of this article.
2.  A brief note on the origin of the construction
The view taken here is that the construction non-prefixed verb + 
adverb is the result of the natural evolution of the Latvian language (see 
Kalnača 2015 for more details; for other views see Kagaine and Bušs 
1986, Boiko 2001, Liparte 1996 and 2001). As Wälhli (2001) points out, 
despite the phenomenon under consideration being  seemingly similar 
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to its counterparts in, for example, Livonian or Estonian (Rudzīte 1994, 
Boiko 2001, Metslang 2001, Klaas-Lang and Norvik 2014, Norvik 
2016), neither typological comparison nor analysis of Baltic and Finnic 
language material give sufficient grounds to believe that the said 
constructions are loans. Regarding adverbs or, in Wälhli’s terminology, 
particles appearing in such constructions Wälhli (2001: 432–434) says:
“Baltic shows a strong tendency to designate perfectivity by means 
of prefixes to the verb. .. The lexical material of the verb particles shows 
that it would be somewhat too easy to conclude that the Latvian verb 
particles are loans from Finnic. The situation is more complex and more 
thrilling than that. In our discussion of the Latvian and Livonian mate-
rial we stated that almost every verb particle under consideration shows 
a slightly different area of distribution.” 
On similar grounds Matthiassen (1997) rejects the idea that these 
constructions could be loans from German (see, for example, Boiko 
2001) – although there is some resemblance verbal aspect is expressed 
and functions in completely different ways in Latvian and German. 
Likewise, it is also perhaps revealing that when describing the influ-
ence of the Baltic-Finnic languages (Finnish, Estonian, Livonian) on 
the Baltic languages Breidaks (1999: 8–10) does not mention construc-
tions of the type non-prefixed verb + adverb at all. 
It should be emphasised that apart from Latvian constructions of 
the type non-prefixed verb + adverb are also found in Lithuanian (for 
example, Valiulytė 1998, Liparte 2001), Polish (for example, Holvoet 
2001: 135), English (on English phrasal verbs see, for example, 
Halliday 2001: 207–210, Allan 2001: 125–126) and other Indo-Euro-
pean languages where it would be difficult to speak about any direct 
influence from Finno-Ugric (Comrie 1976, 93), for example:
(4) a.  In Lithuanian 
  eiti – eiti lauk / eiti laukan ‘walk – walk out’ 
(usually in colloquial speech and subdialects alongside 
the Standard Lithuanian variant išeiti ‘walk out’)
 b.  In English
  eat – eat up 
As the said constructions are more frequent in the Livonian subdia-
lect of Latvian (among others Kagaine 1992, Liparte 1996 and 2001, 
Boiko 2001) the fact that constructions of the type non-prefixed verb 
+ adverb are more diverse and more widespread in Latvian than they 
are in Lithuanian may indeed be related to influence from Livonian and 
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Estonian, which cannot be said about the origin of these constructions, 
for they may conceivably emerge as a result of the natural development 
of any language.
3.  Verbal prefi xes and their meanings
Ever since Endzelīns’ two-volume study on Latvian prepositions 
(Latyshskie predlogi 1905–1906) it has been customary in Latvian 
linguistics to include the parallelism between spatial verbal prefixes and 
adverbs in descriptions of verbal aspectual meanings (see, for example, 
Endzelīns and Mīlenbahs 1934, Endzelīns 1971: 622–632, 1951, Ahero 
et al. 1959, Paegle 2003, Soida 2009, Kalnača 2013 and 2014). Thus, 
Endzelīns (1971: 625–631) lists a number of Latvian prefixes and 
their semantically corresponding adverbs, paying little attention to the 
lexical meaning of verbs, see, for example, the prefix at- (examples 
(5)-(8) from Endzelīns 1971: 625–626):
(5) at- and nost ‘off, away’
a. ar tuo [nūju] varuot ... velnu
with this.INS.F [stick] can.OBL devil.ACC.M
at-gaiņāt...
drive_away.INF
‘they say it [the stick] can be used to … drive the devil away’
b. Līdz rītam gaiņāja velnu 
till dawn.DAT.M keep.PST.3 devil.ACC.M
nuo ... kapa nuost
from grave.GEN.M away
‘[they] were keeping the devil away from the grave till the dawn’
(6) at- and vaļā, vaļām ‘up’
lai netaisa vaļām [kasti], kamēr uz ūdeņa 
let not_open.PRS.3 up [box] while on water.GEN.M
[tell them] not to open up [the box] while on the water’
(7) at- and atpakaļ ‘back’
atpakaļ nākdami, atpakaļ iedami 
back come.PTCP back go.PTCP
‘coming back, going back’
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(8) at- and pretī, pretim ‘back’
dēls aurējis pretim. Kā at-aurējis... 
son.NOM.M howl.PTCP back as howl.PTCP
‘the son howled back. As soon as [he] howled back…’
As exemplified by the prefix at- above Latvian verbal prefixes are 
polysemous and may correspond to different spatial adverbs depending 
on the context, i.e. their use in actual sentences, and the semantics of 
the verb they attach to (the opposite directions ‘away’ and ‘hither’ in the 
above examples, returning ‘back’, opening up a vessel).
Besides, it must be emphasised that while spatial meanings are not 
the only meanings verbal prefixes have, they are the only ones displaying 
prefix–adverb correspondences. For example, in addition to the above 
the prefix at- can also express amount or extent, i.e. short (inchoative) 
action (examples (9)) (Vulāne 2013: 280), partly accomplished action 
/ action applied to the subject or object to a certain extent (examples 
(10)), fully accomplished action (examples (11)), action done to excess 
or until no longer desired (examples (12)) (Soida 2009: 248–254). 
(9) a. at-skanēt ‘to go off (of a sound)’
 b. at-spīdēt ‘to flash, begin to shine’
 c. at-vizēt ‘to begin to shimmer, shine’
(10) a. at-mirt ‘to die off, atliet ‘to pour off’
 b. at-kost [gabalu] ‘to bite off [a piece]’
 c. at-griezt [siera šķēli] ‘to cut off [a slice of cheese]’
(11) a. at-dzist ‘to cool down’
 b. at-mosties ‘to wake up’
 c. at-veldzēt ‘to refresh’
(12) a. at-dzerties ‘to drink one’s fill’
 b. at-ēsties ‘to eat one’s fill’
 c. at-sēdēties ‘to sit it out’
Soida (2009: 259) also distinguishes the meaning of a change of 
state: 
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“Verbs derived by means of the prefix at- denote processes that 
result in regainment of an earlier state, feature or object, for example 
ataugt ‘to regrow’, atdzimt ‘to be born again’, atsilt ‘to get warm 
again’, atdzīvoties ‘to revive [no object]’, atveseļoties ‘to recover [from 
illness].” 
Which of the meanings – spatial, amount / extent or change of state – 
is actually realised depends on the specific verb the prefix binds with 
and on the communicative situation.
A possible explanation for the existence of semantic parallelism 
between prefixes and adverbs is that they may have common historical 
origins – all prefixes originate from prepositions, which in their turn 
may share origins with adverbs (Rudzīte 1968: 207–224). 
4.  The syntactic status of the construction verb + adverb 
4.1.  A brief overview of the terminological debate
The tradition to speak about constructions of the type (non-
prefixed) verb + adverb when describing correspondences between 
spatial verbal prefixes and adverbs was established by Staltmane (1958: 
17–21), who classified them as analytical constructions. This choice 
of wording means recognising that the adverb has grammaticalised, 
i.e. lost its syntactic and semantic independence, turning, in functional 
terms, into a function word, which simply does not hold true for Latvian 
either semantically or syntactically, because verb and adverb combi-
nations can vary quite freely depending on the information that needs 
to be communicated. Perhaps for this reason the concept of analytical 
constructions has never been further elaborated in subsequent work 
on Latvian verbal aspect (see, for example, Paegle 2003, Soida 2009, 
Kalnača 2013 and 2014).
Although the term construction in the broad sense of “units, i.e. word 
combinations that make up larger units, i.e. sentences” has survived 
in research on verbal aspect until very recently (Matthews 1997: 71, 
Crystal 1997: 86, also see Mathiassen 1997, Toop 2001, Paegle 2003, 
Soida 2009, Kalnača 2013 and 2014, Horiguchi 2016), whether such 
constructions are distinct aspect expressing units and what aspectual 
meanings they actually have remains a matter of some controversy to 
this day. 
For example, Holvoet (2001: 146) states that “the addition of a local 
adverb to a simple verb is a lexical process without aspectual function 
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(they can therefore be added to inherently perfective simple verb as 
well)”, while Kalnača (2013, 2014 and 2015) and Horiguchi (2016) 
refer to combinations of non-prefixed verbs and adverbs as representing 
the periphery (or even the periphery of the periphery) of aspectual 
meaning expression. 
Linguists’ opinions also differ as to whether a non-prefixed verb 
combined with an adverb (kāpt lejā ‘to go down [the stairs]’, iet iekšā 
‘to go in’, likt kopā ‘to put together’) expresses the imperfective (Paegle 
2003, Soida 2009, Kalnača 2013 and 2014) or the perfective (Ahero et 
al. 1959, Kalme and Smiltniece 2001) aspect. Although there are valid 
arguments in favour of both positions one has to agree with Horiguchi 
(2016) who, having carried out an in-depth analysis of combinations 
of verbs with the adverb nost ‘off, away’, points out that depending on 
the communicative situation and context one and the same combina-
tion can express either the imperfective (example (13)) or the perfec-
tive aspect (example (14)), which makes one wonder if in that case it is 
possible at all to speak about distinct, grammaticalised verb + adverb 
constructions with regard to expressing aspect in Latvian (on similar 
problem in Lithuanian dialects see Girdenis, Kačiuškienė 1986, and 
also Liparte 2001).
(13) No Ķīnas tirgus pamazām 
from China.GEN.F market.GEN.M little_by_little
ejam prom.
move.PRS.1PL away
‘Little by little, we are moving away from the Chinese market.’ 
(www.db.lv)
 
(14) Vai obligāti jāstrādā mēnesis,
ja eju  prom no darba? 
if go.PST.1SG away from job.GEN.M
‘Do I have to work for the [notice] month if I am quitting my job?’ 
(www.delfi .lv)
Thus, the whole discussion, in fact, centres around the question 
of the extent to which the adverb has grammaticalised. Either it has 
partly lost its lexical meaning and is used as a conveyor of grammatical 
meaning, a function word with no syntactic function of its own, or it 
is an independent lexical word functioning as an adverbial modifier of 
place.
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There is an interesting inconsistency in the “Grammar of Contem-
porary Standard Latvian” (Mūsdienu latviešu literārās valodas grama-
tika, see Ahero et al. 1959: 571), which mentions a special kind of 
imperfective forms of verbs: “combinations of a non-prefixed verb with 
an adverb where the latter is semantically similar to the prefix of the 
corresponding perfective verb, for example pārcelt – celt pāri ‘to take 
across’”. 
Namely, although it refers to imperfective forms consisting of a non-
prefixed verb and an adverb the status of the adverb is not made clear. 
The choice of terminology, however, suggests that what binds with the 
verb here is not an adverb but rather some kind of a fully formalised 
element, which is an essential component of the given grammatical 
form.
Constructions of the type non-prefixed verb + adverb have also been 
described as particle verbs (Latvian partikulverbs) in Latvian linguis-
tics (see, for example, Wälhli 2001, Liparte 1996 and 2001) based on 
a broader interpretation of the term particle incompatible with Latvian 
linguistic tradition. In many grammars, especially English ones, the term 
particle is used to denote all kinds of indeclinable parts-of-speech and 
grammatical elements (see definitions given by, for example, Matthews 
1997: 267, Crystal 1997: 279–280). In Latvian grammar, however, the 
term particle refers to a specific indeclinable part-of-speech, which has 
nothing to do with verb government – verbs do not determine the use 
of particles, rather particles apply to the contents of whole sentences 
(Skujiņa 2007: 288). Furthermore, when applied to Latvian the term 
particle verb seems to suggest that there exists a special group of verbs 
that can only be realised semantically and syntactically in conjunction 
with certain grammaticalised elements or function words, i.e. parti-
cles (the same problem arises if the term phrasal verb is applied to 
Latvian, see, for example, Holvoet 2001). However, it is clear that when 
used in sentences such verbs can bind with adverbs that have a defi-
nite meaning, point to the target of the respective spatial action and are 
relevant to the contents of the whole sentence.
4.2. The status of adverbs in the construction
When considered in context spatial adverbs often turn out to be 
typical adverbial modifiers of place rather than grammaticalised corre-
lates of verbal prefixes, cf. for example:
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(15) Bija vasaras nakts, mēs sēdējām ārā bārā, un es teicu [draudzenei]: 
ejam augšā. 
go.IMP.1PL up(stairs)
Mēs uzgājām dzīvoklī un nodejojām 
we.NOM go.PST.1PL apartment.LOC.M and dance.PST.1PL
visu [mūzikas] albumu no A līdz Z. 
whole.ACC.M [music] album.ACC.M from A to Z
‘It was a summer night, we were sitting at an outdoor bar and I said 
[to my girlfriend]: let’s go up(stairs). We went up to the apartment and 
danced through the whole [music] album, from A to Z.’ (Diena)
The adverb augšā ‘up’ here expresses direction (while also providing 
information that the apartment in question is on the second floor of the 
building or higher) and functions as an adverbial modifier of place. It is 
not, however, a correlate of the prefix uz-, i.e. it does not seem possible 
to maintain in this case that there exists an obligatory construction ejam 
augšā ‘let’s go up(stairs)’ corresponding to the prefixed verb uzejam 
‘let’s go up’. The adverb, resp. adverbial modifier augšā ‘up’ is not 
indispensable for the contents of the sentence – even if it were removed 
the contents of the sentence would still be comprehensible from the 
context:
(16) Bija vasaras nakts, mēs sēdējām ārā bārā, un es teicu [draudzenei]: 
 ejam.
 go.IMP.1PL
‘It was a summer night, we were sitting at an outdoor bar and I said [to 
my girlfriend]: let’s go.’
The sentence would work equally well with a prefixed verb uz-ejam 
‘let’s go up’ followed by the spatial adverb augšā ‘up’:
(17) Bija vasaras nakts, mēs sēdējām ārā bārā, un es teicu [draudzenei]: 
uz-ejam  augšā. 
PREF-go.IMP.1PL up(stairs)
‘It was a summer night, we were sitting at an outdoor bar and I said [to 
my girlfriend]: let’s go.’
Besides, both the imperfective verb ejam ‘let’s go’ and the perfective 
uz-ejam ‘let’s go up’ can be followed by a prepositional phrase or even 
a noun in the locative case as an adverbial modifier of place without 
affecting the contents of the sentence:
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(18) Bija vasaras nakts, mēs sēdējām ārā bārā, un es teicu [draugiem]: 
ejam / uz-ejam uz dzīvokl-i / dzīvokl-ī.
go.IMP.1PL / PREF-go.IMP.1PL to apartment-ACC.SG.M / -LOC.SG.M
‘It was a summer night, we were sitting at an outdoor bar and I said [to 
my friends]: let’s go / let’s go up to the apartment.
 
This variability of sentence structure indicates that it really is impos-
sible to speak about standardised verb and adverb constructions as 
analogues of grammatical forms. What is possible though is to speak 
about adverbial modifiers of place, which similarly to other adverbial 
modifiers can appear in the guise of “different forms of nouns, preposi-
tional phrases, adverbs” (Lokmane 2013: 765).
5.  Adverbial modifi ers as sentence expanders
The nature of adverbial modifiers as non-obligatory elements 
that can be used to expand the conceptual structure of sentences (see 
Lokmane 2013: 711) is clearly visible in constructions involving non-
prefixed verbs and adverbs. Spatial adverbs functioning as adverbial 
modifiers point to the direction, target of the respective action and are 
usually placed to the right of the verb, resp. predicate (see Lokmane 
2013: 765): 
(19) Pa kārtai viņi smeļ ārā ūdeni
by turn.DAT.F they.NOM.M.PL scoop.PRS.3 out water.ACC.M
[no laivas]. 
[from boat]
‘They are scooping water [from the boat] one by one.’ (Ikstena 2011) 
(20) Viņš gāja lejā  pa kāpnēm. 
he.NOM.M go.PST.3 down by stairs.DAT.PL.F
‘He was going down the stairs.’ (Joņevs)
(21) Mamma grib mest laukā [Ķīnas rozi], 
mummy.NOM.F want.PRS.3 throw.INF out [Chinese hibiscus]
jo zemes baktērijas var būt kaitīgas veselībai. 
‘Mummy wants to throw [the Chinese hibiscus] away, because soil 
bacteria can be bad for health.’ (Ikstena 2007)
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Besides, as has already been mentioned, apart from spatial adverbs 
other elements – prepositional phrases (ejam uz dzīvokli ‘let’s go to the 
apartment’) and nouns in the locative case (uzejam dzīvoklī ‘let’s go up 
to the apartment’) – can also function as adverbial modifiers of place 
(see also Soida 2009: 236–237).
Despite being non-obligatory, adverbial modifiers are usually impor-
tant for the contents of the sentence they are used in. If the direction of 
the movement ‘from upstairs to downstairs’ was not explicitly specified 
in example (20) Viņš gāja lejā pa kāpnēm ‘He was going down the 
stairs’ it would not be clear if the person referred to was ascending or 
descending the stairs. Such spatial nuances, however, are quite unre-
lated to the imperfective vs. perfective aspect of the verb, which is addi-
tionally confirmed by the fact that in Latvian adverbs are often used 
with prefixed verbs (see Comrie 1976: 91, Holvoet 2001: 132–158, 
Paegle 2003: 134, Kalnača 2013: 537, 2014: 98–99):
(22) Viņš pa-skatījās apkārt. 
he.NOM.M PREF-look.PST.3 around
‘He looked around.’ (Joņevs)
(23) Cerams, ka viņi  aku aiz-vēra ciet. 
hopefully that they.NOM.PL.M  well.ACC.F PREF-close.PST.3 up
‘Hopefully, they closed that well.’ (www.tvnet.lv)
(24) Ilze nav ie-nesusi iekšā somu.
Ilze.NOM.F not_be.AUX.PRS.3 PREF-bring.PTCP in bag.ACC.F
‘Ilze hasn’t brought the bag in.’ (Gaile)
Prefixed verbs usually denote perfective action (where prefixed 
verbs have non-prefixed correlates) regardless of adverbs; thus, adver-
bial modifiers used with spatial prefixed verbs are important for accu-
rate expression of spatial meaning without affecting verbal aspect.
It should be borne in mind, however, that in Latvian such adverbs 
are only used in sentences as adverbial modifiers if the predicate is 
(or contains) a telic verb, i.e. a verb denoting a purposeful action or 
action having a definite endpoint (see, for example, Matthews 1997: 
373, Soida 2009: 236). Telic verbs are semantically very diverse and 
include verbs of physical action and verbs of motion (examples (25)), 
verbs of non-physical motion (examples (26)) and purposeful mental 
activity (examples (27)). 
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(25) a. iet ‘to walk’
 b. skriet ‘to run’
 c. mazgāt ‘to wash’
 d. tīrīt ‘to clean’
(26) a. pirkt ‘to buy’
 b. precēt ‘to marry’
(27) a. lasīt ‘to read’
 b. skatīties ‘to watch’
Semantically, these verbs may need a (non-obligatory) adverbial 
modifier to specify the direction or target of the action. In Latvian, such 
adverbial modifiers (which take the form of spatial adverbs) mainly 
bind with verbs of motion. In colloquial speech – also with verbs of 
purposeful non-physical motion and mental activity, in which case they 
tend to convey either positive or negative evaluation and are not stylis-
tically neutral (Kalnača 2013: 537 and 2014: 100):
(28) Ātrāk gribējās tikt laukumā [pēc traumas]. 
Nīku ārā no bezdarbības. 
wither.PST.1SG out from idleness.GEN.F
‘I wanted to get back on the fi eld as soon as possible [after a trauma]. 
I was withering away from idleness.’ (Ieva)
 
Telic verbs can bind with spatial adverbs regardless of whether they 
are prefixed or not, i.e. telicity and imperfectivity / perfectivity are not 
directly related (in detail see, for example, Borik, Reinhart 2004). In a 
sentence, a spatial adverb can appear with a non-prefixed, as well as 
with a prefixed verb, for example (see also examples (22)–(24)):
(29) a. skriet prom – aiz-skriet prom ‘to run away’
 b. skriet šurp – at-skriet šurp ‘to run hither’
 c. kāpt augšā – uz-kāpt augšā ‘to go up, climb up’
 d. kāpt lejā – no-kāpt lejā ‘to go down, climb down’
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6. Conclusions 
Whether a verb tends to bind with an adverbial modifier of place 
(a spatial adverb) when used in actual sentences is determined by verb 
semantics, resp. telicity and does not have a direct bearing on the imper-
fective vs. perfective aspect of the verb or vice versa, cf. skriet prom – 
aizskriet prom ‘to run away’. Besides, adverbs are non-obligatory.
The concept ‘construction of the type non-prefixed verb + adverb’ 
should be used with extreme caution with regard to verb–adverb bind-
ings in sentences. It could be applied, in a very broad sense, to verbs of 
motion (and other telic verbs), but not to the use of all Latvian verbs in 
general.
Verbal prefixes are the principal means of expressing the imperfec-
tive / perfective aspect in Latvian. However, apart from perfectivity 
each prefix also expresses other, for example, spatial, quantitative, etc. 
meanings, i.e. all prefixes are polysemous.
Spatial meanings of some verbal prefixes in Latvian correspond to 
those of spatial adverbs. The latter can appear in sentences next to verbs 
as adverbial modifiers of place. Depending on the lexical meaning of 
the verb and the intended sentence contents one and the same prefix 
may correspond to different spatial adverbs.
The use of verbs and adverbs in sentences has not grammaticalised 
in Latvian either into distinct constructions or forms.
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Kokkuvõte. Andra Kalnača: Konstruktsioon prefiksita verb + kohamäär-
sõna läti keeles. Üks läti keele aspektoloogia huvitavamaid küsimusi on konst-
ruktsioonide prefiksita verb + adverb staatus aspekti väljendamisel (nt iet iekšā 
‘sisse minema’, celt pāri ‘üle tõstma’). Siiski pole läti keeleteaduses pööratud 
piisavalt tähelepanu selle konstruktsiooni kasutamisele lauses ega adverbi leksi-
kaalsele, s.o lokaalsele tähendusele ja süntaktilistele funktsiooni dele.  Tähtis 
on rõhutada, et lokaalse tähendusega adverbi lausesse liitmise tingib verbi 
semantika, s.o teelisus. Verbi imperfektiivsusel/perfektiivsusel pole sellega 
otsest seost, vrd skriet prom – aizskriet prom ‘minema jooksma’. Sealjuures 
pole adverbi kasutamine koos verbiga kohustuslik; samuti võib adverb liituda 
prefiksiga verbile. Sellepärast tuleb mõistet “konstruktsioon prefiksita verb + 
kohamäärsõna” kasutada väga ettevaatlikult, kui juttu on verbi ja adverbi liitu-
misest lauses. Üldjoontes võib seda mõistet kasutada liikumis verbide (ja teiste 
teeliste verbide) kohta, aga mitte kõigi läti keele verbide kohta, sest läti keele 
verbide ja adverbide kasutamine lauses ei ole grammatiseerunud ei konstrukt-
sioonide ega eraldiseisvate vormidena.
Märksõnad: verbi aspekt, teelisus, adverb, liikumisverb, prefiksita/prefiksiga 
verb
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